Coccyx Seat Cushion Sacrum Sciatica Back Pain Flight Support
Product Launched
Liliyo, a company specializing in posture-supporting products, announced a new seat
cushion designed to promote correct posture and reduce lower back pain. The
cushion comes with a free tote bag and two extra covers.
Liliyo, a company specializing in posture-supporting products, announced a new seat cushion
designed to promote correct posture and reduce lower back pain. The cushion comes with a free
tote bag and two extra covers.Glen Cove, United States - March 18, 2017 /PressCable/ -Liliyo, an online retailer specializing in posture-supporting product, launched a new coccyx seat
cushion designed to promote better posture and alleviate lower back pain.
More
information
can
be
found
at
https://amazon.com/Coccyx-Seat-Cushion-Maximum-Sciatica/dp/B00K0ZI1YW.
Long office hours have a negative impact on one's lower back, mainly due incorrect posture.
Unsurprisingly, people have reported increasingly more and lower back problems over the past few
decades, as sedentarism becomes a prevalent issue; more than 31 million Americans experience
coccyx pain at any given time, with the condition being among the top causes of missed work.
Most back problems stem from incorrect desk posture. Many people often have postures that curve
their spines at unhealthy angles, which significantly increases their chances of developing sacrum
pain back problems.
Furthermore, with more and more people spending long hours driving or flying, back pain and similar
problems tend to aggravate. Surveys show that after a typical flight, more than half of passengers
experience both neck and back pain, with only 12% claiming that they do not experience any type of
pain.
Liliyo launched a new seat cushion designed to promote improved posture and relieve lower back
pain that is developing a large number of happy satisfied users experiencing relief from a variety of
back pain.
Unlike most similar cushions that tend to be either too rigid or too malleable, the Liliyo cushion is
made of high-density rebound foam which adapts to the form of the user's lower back while also
being firm enough to promote correct posture. Due to its universal size, the cushion can be adapted
to a variety of situations, such as office use, desk chair sitting, driving, wheelchair use, flights and
others.
Each coccyx cushion comes with a free portable carrying tote bag and extra covers in two colors,
velour gray and black.
To increase customer satisfaction, all Liliyo purchases are covered by a 1-year money-back
guarantee, applicable even if both covers are used.
The company also announced a future profit-sharing campaign by which 10% of the profits will be
donated to a charity.
Interested parties can find more information by visiting the above-mentioned website.
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